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0.00 FB: This is an interview with Uncle John Kinsela on Thursday the 14th 
of November 2013 at Blacktown. 

   So, Uncle John, could you just tell me when and where you were 
born and who your mob is, please? 

 JK: Yes.  I was born in Surry Hills in Crown Street [Hospital] in 1949 and 
my dad, he was born in Condobolin so he’s Wiradjuri and mum, she 
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was born in Adelaide and her mother was from the Jawoyn up in the 
Northern Territory so I usually go under the Wiradjuri.  

 FB: And can you tell me when did you join the armed forces and why 
did you join the armed forces? 

 JK: I was one of the lucky ones to get drawn for the conscription.  During 
the Vietnam War they didn’t have enough regular army soldiers so they 
come up with this scheme to conscript twenty year olds.  So if your 
birthdate fell on a certain date, like the 27th of May through to the 8th of 
June all those people got called up and then we had to go through a 
medical which was done in the city and then I got my marching orders 
to form up in Marrickville.  They had buses there and from the bus we 
went to Wagga, Kapooka [army base], and I did a six week training 
camp there and then I marched out. 

2.06  And while we were in Kapooka we selected what unit we wanted to be 
in and that’s how it worked.  I did national service for two years and 
when I was in Kapooka – see, in 1968 I went to the Olympics and 
everybody’s saying “Oh, you should be a PTI [physical training 
instructor] and one of the reasons I chose artillery because physical 
training instructors were trained in the artillery, School of Artillery at 
Manly – and I thought if I could become a PTI hopefully I wanted to be 
stationed in Sydney.  See, as a wrestler - people don't realise to be an 
athlete you have to train six to seven days a week and it’s pretty full-on 
– you know, you do physical conditioning but the most important thing 
is you have to be at a gym where you can wrestle - I was a wrestler.  I 
was called up in ’69 and the Commonwealth Games were in Edinburgh 
in 1970 and I wanted to go to the Commonwealth Games and 
unfortunately being called up for national service I was just a number in 
a slot and so I didn’t have a choice.  Actually, I did my six weeks in 
Kapooka and then in early ’70 I went to the School of Artillery which 
they had two schools, one at Manly and one at Holsworthy. 

4.10  I got sent to Holsworthy and you do what they call a corps training, 
which is just the basic skills of how to operate a gun and then from 
there you could nominate if you want to be a driver, a gunner or PTI.  
So I put down for a PTI and then at that time there was no courses 
being run and I was told I'd end up a gun number.  So they were asking 
for volunteers to go to Vietnam and ninety per cent of the class put their 
hands up and I thought “Well, I'm not going to be sitting around in an 
army base somewhere in Australia”, I said “I'll go to Vietnam” so I put 
my hand up and then I got selected.  When our corps training I went 
sent to Canungra to do four weeks up there because you couldn’t go to 
Vietnam unless you went to Canungra. 
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 FB: So was that like a training –? 

 JK: It’s a jungle training school and there everywhere you went you run, 
and believe it or not there’s a lot of mountains there.  In four weeks 
they had to tell you all about what to expect when you got to Vietnam, 
what the Vietnam War was all about, booby-traps, everything so by the 
time you finished Canungra you thought “My God, I don't really want to 
go to Vietnam”. 

6.05 FB: Sorry you put your hand up. 

 JK: But I was fairly fit so I got through there O.K.  Another fella from our 
unit, he kept dropping things and kept going to sleep in class so they 
made him do another four weeks and when he come back from the 
eight weeks’ training he looked completely devastated.  So when we 
came back from Canungra we were put in a holding unit where we 
were waiting.  See, when you go through Canungra a lot of the 
conscripted soldiers, we were what they call “reos”.  We were trained 
as reinforcements, so if a digger went to Vietnam and he had eight 
months, when his eight months were up they sent him home so 
somebody had to take his place so that’s why they had the national 
service.  So some lucky soldiers actually went to a unit and they were 
trained with the unit before they went to Vietnam.  A reo, we just did our 
four weeks in Canungra and then they put us in the deep end.  And it 
was a little bit of a culture shock when I got to Vietnam.  There was a 
whole planeful of us.  When we stopped at Singapore we got off to 
stretch our legs and we all had khaki trousers on, polyesters, and we 
had to put a civvie shirt on because we weren’t permitted to go in the 
airport as soldiers. 

8.14 FB: O.K.  You had to get changed. 

 JK: Yes.  So we just had to put a different colour shirt on.  And then from 
there we went to Ton Son Nhut, [near] the previous Saigon and they’ve 
changed it to Ho Chi Minh City, and as soon as you get there there’s 
this stench in the air and it doesn’t leave your nostrils until you leave 
Vietnam.  Because when I got there they flew us from Ton Son Nhut to 
Vung Tau and my unit was in Tau Province - it was stationed in a 
support base called Horseshoe which is a little bit out of Nui Dat.  So 
when we arrived at Vung Tau there was a truck convoy that was going 
to Nui Dat so I jumped on the convoy, got to Nui Dat, then they showed 
me where to put all my belongings and I spent a night there.  Then a 
mate of mine, Mick Powers, he lived in Sydney and he’s the first guy 
that I met from the unit and he took me out to the Horseshoe and my 
unit, my gun, was in Vung Tau doing their two days’ leave.  And so they 
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put me on another gun and then during that night there was a fire 
mission and it was the first time I went into action and I was a little bit, 
you know, and the guns were going, you know. 

10.13  And then during the night-time I went to go off to sleep.  See, during the 
night-time they had fire missions and the artillery, what we do is infantry 
go out; if they get into trouble they call in for artillery support.  And so 
we’d go into action, load the gun, and set the angle of the gun and then 
we fire and then sometimes we have fire missions where it might be 
just one gun and we’d just fire at different targets.  See, what they do is 
– see, Viet Cong travel in the night-time, and every now and again 
they'd put a bomb over here and a bomb over there, see, VC might be 
walking down a track and the next minute a 105 bomb comes in and 
they call that “harass and indiction(?)”.  So I was in Vietnam for ten 
months and had my R&R – that was in Hong Kong – and you get seven 
days’ leave.  It was funny because you go on the truck convoy, you go 
to Vung Tau and then I flew to Hong Kong and I met this 2 Battalion 
guy there and we were in the same flight out and the same flight 
coming back and on the way back I said to him “How did you go?  Did 
you buy any souvenirs?”  He said “No.  I spent six hundred dollars and 
I got nothing”. 

12.18 FB: Oh, no. 

 JK: Yes.  And it was funny.  When I arrived in Hong Kong they had a 
special place where it’s like a transition area and one of the guys I went 
through Canungra with, he was in the armoured division and he was a 
tank driver and my nickname was Killer because when I was in 
Canungra everybody found out I went to the Olympics and I was a 
wrestler and at that time professional wrestling, there was a wrestler 
called Killer Kowalski so everybody used to call me Killer.  And anyway 
he spots me at the airport and he said “Hey, Killer, I've spent all me 
money.  Can you lend us ten dollars?  I'll pay you back when I get back 
to Nui Dat.  And anyway I thought, “Yeah, here you go” and then when 
I get back from leave a couple of weeks later this APC rolls up to the 
gun position and he said “I'm looking for Killer” to give me the ten 
dollars.  And it was funny because when I left the army I was a courier 
and he worked in the bank, the Commonwealth Bank, and he was a 
teller and most ANZAC Days I used to bump into him and anyway he 
ended up a bank manager but he was telling me that he ran over a 
mine and he ended up in hospital for a while. 

14.08 FB: That’s not good. 

 JK: Yes, that’s not good.  Lucky he was sitting on a flak jacket, he said.  
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 FB: So that saved him? 

 JK: Yes.  But in Afghanistan they’ve got the IEDs [improvised explosive 
device].  In Vietnam they had mines and all the mines, believe it or not, 
were Australian because the Americans were pressuring the Australian 
government to have more troops.  Because we didn’t have the 
numbers, some smart general decided “This area’s got to be covered 
and we haven’t got the troops” so we laid a minefield and then what 
happened over a period of time the VC lost a lot of men but somebody 
worked out how to retrieve the mine.  And then they used to sneak into 
the minefields, take the mines out and lay them where Australian 
troops might go.  And a good friend of mine, Roy Mundine, he trod on a 
mine – he’s an Aboriginal Vietnam veteran – and he trod on a mine on 
his second tour and 5 Battalion they lost a lot of men and ended up 
with a lot of injuries from the mines. 

 FB: That’s no good.  So how long were you in Vietnam for? 

 JK: I was there for ten months.  See, my unit they went over there and two 
months later I was a reinforcement, so I replaced somebody that went 
to Vietnam.  And then when the unit came home I wanted to get back 
to Australia to start training because the Olympics were on in ’72 and a 
lot of the other guys to do their full twelve months they went to another 
unit; it was 107 Battery come over and they replaced us and some of 
the guys stayed with them. 

16.36  So when I went back to Australia I went to Townsville and I thought I'd 
do my time up there and they said “Oh, you're on a physical training 
instructor’s course” so they sent me down to Manly.  So when I got out 
of the army I was super fit because of having done the physical training 
instructor’s course and I think that laid the base for my fitness; that’s 
why I did so well over in Munich in the Munich Olympics because I 
come seventh in Munich.  My regret is that I wasn’t training for those 
two years. 

 FB: So you missed two years’ worth of training? 

 JK: Yes.  Because when I was in Mexico I got an Italian – he was 
European champion – and you’ve got to remember the guys who won 
first, second and third, Japan won first, American second and it was a 
Mongolian that come third and they were from Asia and America – so 
the Italian that I wrestled was the best in Europe so he actually beat the 
Russian. 

18.09  He come fourth and the Russian come fifth so I got the guy who’d 
come fourth or fifth and when I went to Munich I got the Italian again.  
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And he completely thrashed me in Mexico because I was only nineteen 
and he beat me like twenty/nil but in Munich it was a little bit different.  
We wrestled three three minute bouts and he only beat me by a couple 
of points and if I would have had that extra training, you know.  My 
condition didn’t let me down; it was just not getting enough training.  
See, wrestling they were going to drop it from the future Olympics but 
the reason it got back in was Russia and America they win a lot of gold 
medals so they're the big powers of wrestling and Iran and so, you 
know. 

 FB: They didn’t want to miss out. 

 JK: No.  Well wrestling, believe it or not, is the third largest competitive 
sport in America because they have severe winters there.  It’s an 
indoor sport and male, female and all different weight categories.  
Basketball you’ve got to be tall whereas wrestling caters for everybody. 

 FB: Anybody can do it. 

 JK: Yes. 

 FB: So do you know of any other Aboriginal people that attended 
those Olympic Games?  Were there any other Aboriginal athletes 
at those? 

20.01 JK: Yes.  When I went to Mexico there was Joey Donovan – he was a 
boxer – and there was another guy.  Because I met Joey and 
unfortunately Joey, he joined the navy and then I bumped into him – he 
used to work for the Commonwealth Bank – and he had one of those 
heart, you know, in the family, and he went in to have heart checked 
and they were monitoring his heart and while he was on the table he 
had a heart attack and he died.  And I was pretty close with Joey 
because I used to see him all the time.  Francis Roberts, as far as I 
know was one of the first Aboriginal athletes.  He was in the Tokyo 
Olympics and he’s just recently passed away and he’s from Armidale.  
My uncle, Harold Banfield, he’s from Armidale and his wife, Joy – she’s 
just passed away too – she was related to Francis Roberts.  And Lionel 
Rose, believe it or not, he was only a professional boxer; he never went 
to the Olympics.  You'll see in that book there, Black Gold [The 
Aboriginal and Islander Sports Hall of Fame] Francis Roberts is in there, 
it’s either boxers or wrestlers.  And then there was a famous Aboriginal 
basketball player and Charlie Perkins, he was a soccer player but 
soccer, it’s a big World Cup event.  

22.19  Why they’ve got it in the Olympics I don’t know, but I don't think 
Australia was good enough because back in those days it was 
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eliminations.  I don’t know if it was in Mexico, I'm not sure but they're 
adding these professional sports like baseball, soccer and soccer’s just 
more other athletes can go. 

 FB: So when you were in Munich there was a massacre over there, 
wasn’t there? 

 JK: Yes.  Well, I was fortunate because the wrestling was on the first four 
days and then I was in the courtyard and I was having a drink with 
some friends and next minute bang, bang, bang and straight away I 
thought “AK-47” because I was in Vietnam the year before and I 
thought “Oh, not here.  It’s probably some loud crackers”.  And then the 
next day the village was completely closed and anybody that competed 
that day.  With my events for four days I had to make weight and my 
actual weight at the time, when I'm training hard I was about fifty five 
kilos and I had to get to fifty two, so those three kilos, when you’ve got 
somebody that trains as hard as I was, to get the last little bit off you 
have to diet and you have to sit in a sauna. 

24.19  And for those four days, I won, and then I had a bye, and then I was 
just moving up and I had a Korean coach come up to me because we 
were training with them prior to the competition.  When he seen my 
draw he said “John”, he said “you could come third or fourth at the 
least”.  All I had to do was if I beat the Italian I would have come third or 
fourth and when you look back on it you think “If only I would have got 
that extra training”.  But that’s the worst thing about being in a sport like 
wrestling, weightlifting and boxing: they’ve got different weight 
categories so you have to be at that weight. 

 FB: So just back to the armed forces, did you ever experience racism 
in the armed forces? 

 JK: Well, it’s very hard to say because when I went for rookies I didn’t 
come across any Aboriginals and whenever anybody asked me what 
nationality they used to think I was Spanish because I had a 
moustache at the time and when I said I was Aboriginal they “You don't 
look Aboriginal”.  I said “Two hundred years in Australian history” – see, 
Aboriginals, we don't have a strong strain like the American negro or 
the Africans.  I had a mate who married a negro lady and his two boys, 
you can see that they're negro.  So I said “My grandmother, she’s very 
dark, she come from the Jawoyn tribe” because she married a second 
generation Englishman down in Adelaide and she was discriminated; 
his family disowned him.  My mother suffered a bit of discrimination in 
Adelaide but sometimes you get Aboriginals, you know, they run down 
the white people but they don't realise that somebody in their family’s 
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white.  And that’s what I try to tell people: I'm proud to be Aboriginal but 
I'm Australian first and I've represented Australia in two Olympics and a 
war. 

 FB: And so what does ANZAC Day mean to you? 

 JK: Well, I've lost a brother and I guess a lot of that’s to do with I think he 
had post-traumatic stress.  Some people can handle it, some people 
can't.  I mean I ended up I had to get help; I was in St John of God 
[hospital] for four weeks.  And then I came out and then I had to go 
back in for another two weeks because I weren’t handling things.   

28.24 FB: So do you think it’s important that we honour Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander servicemen and women? 

 JK: I do.  See, in not so much my day, it’s only now that if you join the 
armed forces they ask you if you're Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.  
When I was signed up for national service there was none of that.  
Believe it or not I had a Polish mate.  He didn’t speak too good English 
because his family kind of migrated from Poland and in the army units 
then there was a lot of different race of people, Italians, what we used 
to call the “wogs”.  So the army, there’s no discrimination in the army.  
Any of the armed forces everybody’s a mate; doesn’t matter what 
colour you are.  If you were Aboriginal, Italian, Greek, didn’t matter who 
you are.  It’s what they teach you in the military because in a war 
situation you’ve always got your mates to back you up. 

30.02  I mean, there are some things that I heard when I was in Vietnam, 
there’s certain people that were disliked and I heard a couple of 
incidents where they put a hand grenade pinned with a little note, 
saying “If you don't wake up to yourself you'll get the other half”.  These 
sort of things, they call that fragging but that was only done to people - 
like some people they might have been in authority and they weren’t 
good leaders and they're the sort of people that were targeted.  But 
with the discrimination, I know with Uncle Reg [Saunders?] when he 
went to World War II and when he come back he couldn’t get a drink in 
a pub.  I'm proud to be Aboriginal and a serviceman and now that we’re 
starting to get recognition - like the last Friday of May we have a 
special indigenous service in Hyde Park and I think this is what this is 
all about because they're going to build a memorial for us.  And I just 
went to the one in Adelaide and it was just fantastic and the lady who 
sang the song down there – I should have taped it and it was just 
beautiful and the song went right back to when we went to the Boer 
War.  All the way through you'll find that there’s some Aboriginal that’s 
been in some conflict. 
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32.02  But sometimes I get on Facebook and you get some people they're 
always bringing up what happened two hundred years ago.  People got 
to realise that we’re all one country now, all one people, and not only in 
sport.  I've got nephews – I went to Townsville two weeks ago, nephew 
just got married – he’s from Timor, Afghanistan so he’s carrying on the 
– his father was in the army.  Yes, the only thing with me is you get a 
lot of – my brother, he died, it was alcohol related and the government 
now they’ve got things in place to treat veterans that have got post-
traumatic stress, drinking problems and whatever.  So I don't care what 
anybody says, the Australian government looks after the troops and 
we’ve done what we were asked.  That’s why I'm so proud to march on 
ANZAC Day.  I don't think I've missed an ANZAC Day since – the first 
few years I didn’t go to ANZAC because you get all the people saying 
“You were over there, killing” - it was just the media at the time saying 
that we killed children and all these other atrocities.  But a lot of that 
was to do with the Americans and the backlash came back to us. 

34.08 FB: Yes. 

 JK: And a lot of people, because of what’s happened over the years, 
people say we lost the war.  We didn’t lose the war, there was a peace 
agreement signed; 1972 all allied forces left Vietnam and then the north 
invaded the south and everybody’s got the conception that we got 
beaten.  We didn’t.   

 FB: So your uncle is the late Reg Saunders. 

 JK: Yes. 

 FB: Can you tell me a little bit about him and some of the experiences 
that he had?  He fought in World War II, didn’t he? 

 JK: He fought in World War II.  Actually, the people from Crete they had a 
special ceremony and I think every year they commemorate the 
Australian forces.  See, the Australian forces in Crete, they went in 
there to fight the Germans.  Unfortunately, the Germans were too 
strong.  They had paratroopers come in and Uncle Reg, because he 
was black, straight away he couldn’t blend in with the locals they were 
after him and the people from Crete took him in.  And there’s a lady, 
she’s just passed away, and she was one of the ladies that took him in; 
they taught him a little bit of Greek.  And I was talking to Glenda and 
they're having a special memorial thing over in Crete.  So although we 
did what we could in Crete, the Greek people still because of what we 
did they treat us with respect. 
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36.15  And then from there Uncle Reg, because he was in the Middle East, 
Crete, the Middle East, and then when the Japs were in New Guinea 
he came down to fight the Japanese, so he was in two conflicts, 
fighting the Germans in Crete and then in Africa and then coming back 
to fight the Japanese.  And then after World War II I think he got out of 
the army and then when trouble started with the Koreans he joined 
back up and they made him a second lieutenant.  And then there was a 
big battle in Kapyong up in Korea and people don't realise that in 
Kapyong they weren’t fighting the North Koreans, it was the Chinese.  
And I downloaded this movie called ‘Kapyong’ and it’s about what 
happened with the Australian forces and there was just thousands of 
these North Koreans or Chinese and ninety per cent of the Australian 
forces that fought in Korea were World War II veterans. 

 FB: O.K. 

37.55 JK: So here’s all these hordes of Chinese soldiers, some of them probably 
never, ever fought before taking on hardened World War II veterans.  
And it was funny: I was in 1 Commando Company for six years and we 
had an ANZAC Day – we used to march with the World War II 
commandos – and I come across this fella who had Korean medals 
and I said “Oh, do you know my Uncle Reg, Reg Saunders?”  He said, 
“Yeah, I fought with Reg up in Korea”.  And this guy he had a DSO, 
which is the second highest to the VC, and he was telling me 
commandos in New Guinea, because they didn’t hold ground – this is 
his story – that’s why he didn’t get the VC.  But he fought with Uncle 
Reg, so here’s a guy that’s got the second highest to the VC fighting all 
these hordes.  So Uncle Reg, because of his leadership, he won a 
captaincy in the field.  And I go out to the St Mary’s – we call it “the 
train” – it’s St Mary’s Vietnam Veterans’ Outpost and it’s in the same 
grounds as the St Marys RSL [Returned Soldiers’ League] and one 
time me and my mate went over there for lunch, and there’s a big 
picture of Uncle Reg.  At one stage he was president of the St Marys 
RSL. 

 FB: Was he? 

40.00 JK: Yes. 

 FB: I didn’t know that.  That’s ……… 

 JK: And then after Vietnam see I went to Mexico, Munich, and I won 
selection to go to Montreal ’76 but with the politics and everything I won 
selection but they put me number five and they only sent three 
wrestlers and the Olympic Committee wanted to know – I came 
seventh in Munich – why I wasn’t on the team but at that time once 
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they'd picked the team they couldn’t change.  So that was in ’78 and 
then ’76 was the Montreal Olympics because ’74 I went to Istanbul for 
the World Championships. 

 FB: Did you? 

 JK: Yes.  So I've done a bit of travelling. 

 FB: How did you go over there? 

 JK: Well, I got a Russian and then I got the Jap who won.  The Jap came 
first and the Russian won a gold medal in Munich but he went up a 
division so I got both of those so I didn’t have any luck. 

 FB: O.K.  You didn’t get the Italian fella again? 

 JK: No, no.  I think the Italian probably retired by then because he looked a 
little bit older when I wrestled him in Mexico.  And then I joined 1 
Commando Company in 1978 and I was there for six years.  In 1981 I 
was Commando of the Year. 

42.15 FB: Wow. 

 JK: Yes.  And then after that I took up wrestling coaching again and one of 
my boys went to the Sydney Olympics in 2000 and at that time I was a 
volunteer.  I'm still involved with the wrestling at Shalvey PCYC and my 
mate that I've known since he was ten, Wally Coney – he’s a retired 
police sergeant – both me and him coach at Mt Druitt.  I'm getting a bit 
old; my knees are gone, had a shoulder operation last year.  So both of 
us are kind of over the hill, has beens, but he married a younger girl 
and she just missed out on the London Olympics for judo and they’ve 
got two boys and both of them do wrestling.  So I think they do judo 
and wrestling. 

 FB: So you train the young kids down there at Shalvey? 

 JK: Yes.  Well, I let Wally do the coaching.  I just do a little bit of advising 
and I'm there to point them in the right direction.  One time I got on the 
mat I had to get the boys to help me up because my knees are that bad.  
I've been told I can get a knee operation but Uncle Harry, he’s got a 
limp.  He had a knee replacement. 

44.04 FB: Did he? 

 JK: Yes.  So after seeing his result there’s no way I'm getting, yes. 

 FB: They're still holding you up. 

 JK: Yes, yes. 
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 FB: And so you were telling me the other day you do a little bit of 
community work with the Aboriginal community in Blacktown and 
Mt Druitt. 

 JK: Yes.  I work with the Mt Druitt Justice Group which is part of the 
Attorney General’s Department and I do circle sentencing.  And on 
Tuesday I did a circle there.  So people don't know:  circle sentencing is 
where somebody gets convicted and [to] try and keep them out of the 
system they get three elders and we sit as their jury and unlike jurors 
we can actually talk to the person and we can say “Why did you do this?  
What are you doing?  Are you getting any rehab?”, this sort of thing.  I 
find with me suffering depression - and there’s a lot of elite athletes, 
even Ian Thorpe, he suffers from depression, so some of the best of us 
– and I find that a lot of the people that get convicted on different 
charges, see if they're alcohol or drugs and when you look at their 
problems straight away I ask them are they getting treatment. 

46.06  The reason that they probably do these things is depression.  And 
unfortunately I can't tell you some of the cases but it’s either drug or 
alcohol which is a little bit sad.  But the thing is we’ve got this rehab 
centre, Marrin Weejali at Emerton, and a lot of people go through there 
for rehab but we need more elders.  See, a lot of people that are retired 
they don't want to.  One of the young girls who come to the justice 
group, her father’s a Vietnam veteran but he doesn’t go to any of the 
functions.  Veterans’ Affairs pay for us to have a personal trainer and 
I've given her the information to give to her father but some people, 
because of what’s happened in Vietnam, they're very private but there’s 
things there to help.  And, like I say, I've lost about three or four guys 
that have died and with Vietnam veterans sometimes people are told to 
give up alcohol, smokes, they're all dead now.  There was a good mate 
of mine, he worked at the Sydney Morning Herald [newspaper] and I 
used to do courier work for them and I went in after ANZAC Day one 
day and I said “Oh, where’s Ocker(?)?” and they said “Oh, didn’t you 
hear?  He had a massive heart attack and he died” and that was after 
ANZAC Day.  He was told not to drink.  And I've got pancreatitis and 
I've been told to give up alcohol; I don't drink now.  So these problems 
are there and they’ve got people to educate us but it’s up to you to say 
no. 

48.32 FB: Yes. 

 JK: And if you want to live longer – all the people that didn’t say no, they're 
all dead now.  All we can do is try and educate people and the word’s 
out there.  We’ve got a little group of Vietnam veterans.  Sometimes 
you make these friendships with other veterans.  You never served with 
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them but they're good mates because we’ve all been through different 
experiences. 

 FB: So have you found the circle sentencing effective for our young 
Aboriginal people? 

 JK: Yes and no.  See, we have a meeting every month and we’ve got the 
commissioner of Mt Druitt Police come and all the groups associated 
with people that commit offences, you know, Centrelink and Marrin 
Weejali they come there.  They’ve got counsellors and they come and 
we’ve got all these people inputting and sometimes some people fall 
through the cracks.  You give them that chance: if they haven’t had a 
circle they can have a circle.  

50.00  And we had one lady, oh, poor thing, she was up on an assault charge 
and by the time we got to her and we interviewed her she was 
devastated and she was sorry for what she' done.  She gave up alcohol.  
She was going to Alcoholics Anonymous and she showed her remorse. 

 FB: Doing the right thing. 

 JK: So it does work and it’s only because we’ve got places like Marrin that 
are run by Aboriginals for Aboriginals with problems that we can do 
something.   

 FB: So I think we’re sort of near the end but is there anything else you 
wanted to add or anything else you want to say? 

 JK: No.  Well, I've lived a pretty eventful sort of life.  I've been to wars, I've 
been to sport, Olympics, celebrated one of the greatest Olympics in 
history in Sydney.  I'm retired now so I'm still involved with the wrestling 
and I'm still involved with helping my people with the court.  Actually, on 
Friday I've got to do a training session.  The court’s attorney generals 
are now starting to teach the elders the different things. 

51.59  Before, at the end of a circle it’s the elders that decide what the victim 
gets and a lot of us, because we’ve just got a bit of paper saying what 
we can give them and a lot of times the magistrates and the 
prosecutors tell us which way to look, but now we’ve had a magistrate 
from Mt Druitt, he’s given us two whole nights’ training and what they 
do is they get case reports and then they just cross out all the names 
because one of the other workers said “I was on this case”. 

 FB: Supposed to be anonymous. 

 JK: Yes but you can see.  And like he was saying, until he got that training 
one incident he didn’t give enough and then another instance he was 
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going to give too much.  And one time we were going to give this 
person who was up for assault, we were going to give them the higher 
level but the magistrate stepped in and said “Well, listen, it wasn’t an 
intentional thing.  Now, if you take a knife with you that’s a proper 
assault but if you grab something it’s an attack of convenience type of 
thing.  It doesn’t carry as much as if you have a knife that you carry on 
you”.  So these are the things that we’ve been learning and so when 
we go we’re a little bit more we know what we’re saying.  

54.00  So what we do is when we go to circle we all get together, we work out 
what the person’s going to get and after we hear we can change it a 
little bit. 

 FB: So you’ve got a better understanding because the legal world’s 
very complex. 

 JK: The person we had on, he breached two times so therefore when they 
get charged they get a sentence and they breach their parole it means 
that’s two chances that the person’s had.  The reason he’s going for his 
circle is because he hasn’t been through circle before.  That’s why I 
said, “What’s he doing here if he’s breached twice?”  So he’s not 
learning.  So we just gave him a longer period which was in the 
guidelines and the prosecutor was happy.  Yes, so we’re slowly 
learning.  But if you get called up for jury service you're like a silent 
person: you just sit there and take it all in and it’s the majority rules but 
with circle sentence we can actually have a go at him and see what 
rehab they're doing.  You only hear what the magistrate wants to tell 
you, you know. 

 FB: That’s true. 

 JK: So everything’s going well. 

 FB: That’s good.  Thank you so much for your time today. 

 JK: That’s O.K. 

Interview ends 

 


